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I. Minutes VALUE transnational meeting in 
Slovenia DAY 1 – 27/11/2019 

 
1. Welcome by Sandra  

 
2. Key messages from transnational groups  

We discussed overall key messages that were similar in the different pilots, in order to provide 
input for the overarching evaluation report. 
Method:  

- 1e discussion per country to define national key messages; 
- transnational groups to discuss the key messages, meeting in the middle  

 

Group 1 

- engaged leadership:  
o have a strong vision on CPD (e.g., not one shot), on adult learning 
o create conditions for CPD  

- participatory approach 
- tailored made 
- take into account the voices of assistants, children, parents 
- constant search to find the balance between reflection oriented approach and 

action oriented approach 
- diversity: have we addressed this in the different pilots? Diversity in children OR 

diversity in pilots OR ….  
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Group 2 

- diversity at different levels:  
o in the local context of children and parents: superdiversity in the 

neighbourhood, superdiversity of children and families as reality and 
normality 

o in the policy contexts in the different countries 
o at school level (e.g., public – private) 

- action oriented AND (instead of ‘VERSUS’) reflection oriented approach 
reflection on action AND / OR reflection on values 
assumption: value chain: you can start anywhere 
need for actions – But how do the VALUE professionals define ‘action’? 
there is a need for ‘recipes’, a need for direction. But VALUE provides guidance  

- assistants feel valued: 
“from personal friend towards professional colleagues”  

- from working in parallel towards working together 
- VALUE was the starting phase, CPD takes more time then 1 year, “now we can 

start” 
- role of the leader is crucial  
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Group 3  

- focus on action learning 
- not manual based material  
- participatory approach: participants create the content, and related it to their own 

practice 
- tailor made 
- including divers children - this is something that gives input 
- share responsibility and strengthen the professional identity 
- importance of observation / reflection:  train professionals in observing and 

reflecting, instead of immediately taking action 
- everyone had new perspectives through the VALUE CPD 
- conditions: 

o facilitator with knowledge on content / topic ànd process guidance 
o strong leadership: insure safe space for talking  

- educare discussion: it is so different between the different countries  
e.g., discussion on diapers 
 

 
 
General discussion  

- we came to similar conclusions in the 3 groups; we share similar ideas, came to 
similar key messages. This gives concrete input for the ‘VALUE approach’. 

- few conditions are related to change; e.g. leadership that facilitates change – this 
organisation change was to be expected (change management) – so that’s a good 
thing 

- leadership is something at 2 levels 
o leadership from the manager 
o but also the core practitioners and the assistants practitioners can take lead 

- democratic recognition:  
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o assistants are included in the processes in a democratic way. Through the 
way we worked we strengthened the role of the assistants  
vs. Appreciative inquiry starts from economical considerations 
whereas in VALUE we do it in an internal way 

- what do we mean by valuing?  
o recognition is related to their professional identity, ‘we see you in your role’ 
o not the way they act, but the way they are  

Cfr. WANDA: appreciative approach was new for  the practitioners 
- in context learning, starting from what is happening in the field 

 

To be discussed more in depth 

 
 
- Participatory approach: what does it mean in each of the pilots? 
- Leadership: management and personal leadership 
- Learning in action and learning in reflection; in-context learning 
- Recognition  
- Diversity approach  
- Educare and position of educare in VALUE approach 
- Collaboration  
- Team identity  
- Competent system  
- Eco systems  

 
Extra questions  

- Formal recognition of the VALUE trajectory 
o Slovenia: portfolio used for professional mobility  
o This is also the case in Santarém: assisting practitioners receive credits to 

get a contract 
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3. Differences between the pilots 
We discussed differences between the pilots, which could lead to specific crucial conditions 
Method: brainstorm in transnational groups  
 

Differences Group 1 

Differences at the level of assistant practitioners  
- Job description: is there a job description for assistant practitioners or not?  
- Number of assistant practitioners: limited number or up to ½ or more off the staff 
- Hours in the classroom: full time or only limited number of hours  
- Starting situation: no or limited initial training 
- Diversity in the background: more diversity in SES / gender/ … compared to core 

practitioners?  
- Alone with the children or always with the teacher 
- Job turnover  
- Job mobility: assistants as a ‘step up’ to job of core practitioners  
- Hired by ministry or by local municipality   
- Who speaks out for them (unions, nobody?) 

 
Differences at contextual level  

- Split vs integrated system 
- Level of autonomy 

 
Differences in conditions 

- Space and time to meet, e.g. child free hours vs. during lunch; provided by 
leadership, institutional (private – public), macro 

- Initial training of core practitioners: master or bachelor 
 
Watch out for deprofessionalisation: assistants are much cheaper  value for excellence  
 
Differences Group 2 

- Age of entry in the school 
- Ratio: Adult (teachers – assistants) child ratio  
- Organisational level:  

Working conditions, such as time granted for planning / training / working with 
families / …  

o Slovenia and Portugal: 40h work week or 35 ;  
o Belgium: teach for 24 hours in the school, but also work a lot at home. So, 

it’s very individualistic. At school the infrastructure is not there to prepare 
the lessons. 
Idem discussion in Denmark  
Cfr. NESET: deprivatisation of your classroom  

- Level of qualification of assistants  
- Assistants:  

o Brussels: hulpopvoeders work in shifts, but in Flanders often different 
flexible working hours, difficult working hours 
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o Slovenia: work together for min 4 - 6 hours; also a 3d person for a joint 
presence of 2 persons (so 1 persons who is not attached to 1 group; butterfly 
teachers) 

o Denmark: 3 shifts, children centres open from 6-6 
- Process of validation, certification, recognition  – non excitant in Flanders 
- Gender – joint concern  

 
Discussion 

- Availability of job description?  
- Is collaboration a part of the curriculum? Cfr. Childcare in Flanders 0-3: collaboration 

as an important aspect in the reference framework on pedagogical quality 
 

Differences Group 3 

- Split vs integrated system 
- Is there a difference in tradition on reflective practice? Self-reflection as tradition? 
- Political context: 

o Flanders: neoliberal ideas, such as focus on excellence 
o Denmark: focus on play, but also language tests (but from democratic 

ideas) 
 
Discussion 

- Tradition on image of the child 
- Professional identity of assistants: “as mothers” = very gender minded, focus is 

mainly only care, lacking the jargon/terminology  – Did this change?  
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4. Thematic groups on the VALUE core concepts   
Guiding question: What should be in the final overarching evaluation report?  
Starting from the 3 VALUE core concepts:  

1. Educare 
2. Collaboration 
3. Professional identity 

With 3 questions to keep in mind (cfr. Guidelines for evaluation):  
1. What does it mean? Examine the concept  check the document ‘VALUE 

vocabulary’ (see attachment). Aim of this document: capture the central concepts and 
terminology we use in VALUE. It should give input for the final VALUE documents (i.e. 
policy recommendations, toolkit and final overarching evaluation report). We see this 
as an internal working document which is agreed upon at the end of this transnational 
meeting. 

2. How was it strengthened through the VALUE process?  
3. What were the conditions?  

If possible make a difference between the perspective of the facilitator & the participants  
 

(a) Collaboration 

What does collaboration mean?   
Collaboration can be defined with the help of following questions: On what? Why? For 
What? When? Based on the experiences in the pilots, the group suggests to describe 
‘collaboration’ in the context of VALUE as follows:   

- On what?  
Cfr. definition baseline report: collaboration in planning activities within everyday 
practice, collaboration to execute the planned activities and collaboration in terms 
of collective evaluation of the child and/or the processes and pedagogical activities.  

- Why?  
Collaboration as part of the ‘work ethic’, the values and beliefs of the organisation, 
team and individual practitioners.  

- For what (added value)?  
o Collaboration adds to the well-being of ECEC practitioners 
o Collaboration contributes to inclusive practices and the quality of work 

developed with children.  
- When?  

Collaboration is a continuous process, which is structurally embedded in the 
organisation (e.g. timetables of practitioners facilitate collaboration) and part of the 
culture.  

- How?  
Collaboration starts from an equal position meaning there is a shared ownership of 
the knowledge and actions developed. At the same time collaboration starts from 
acknowledgment of each other’s role and expertise (~ link with concept of 
professional identity).    

 
How was collaboration strengthened?  

- By setting up a collaborative process in the CPD path itself: throughout the CPD 
path the participants experienced collaboration (as specified above) in planning, 
implementation and evaluation of processes and activities.  
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- By working in the CPD path with their day to day practice. 
- By the mediating role of the trainers/facilitators: the trainers/facilitators mediated 

between the different actors in ECEC centre (assistants, core practitioners, 
leaders/managers). For example, by ensuring a safe space to speak up for all 
practitioners involved; by discussing with ECEC leaders what was arising from the 
process with the practitioners in a respectful way; by creating opportunities to give 
feedback & receive feedback; … .  

 
Conditions for the VALUE learning paths and to strengthen collaboration? 

- Democratic leadership is needed in order to create a shared understanding of values 
and mission of the ECEC centre + also understand decisions taken.  

- Institutionalised collaboration: 
o Individual timetables and schedules for teams promote collaboration, e.g. 

due to the work planning each practitioner has the opportunity to be in 
contact with the families; work planning facilitates the contact between 
core practitioners and assisting practitioners; work planning enables 
practitioners to observe children in different contexts; … 

o Collaboration is part of the job description; it is also evaluated as a 
competence.  

- Labour conditions (e.g. salaries, workable timetables) enables collaboration in 
which each practitioner feels recognised, supporting equal position in a team.  

 
Question of Bente: is this a finding or an ideal?  
Reply: it is a finding, as they hindered the process, necessary conditions  
 

(b) Educare 

What does educare mean?  
- What we have in common: learning, care, play and socialisation is inseparable for 

human beings on an ontological level.  
- The definition is more from a negative starting point in the doc.  

Value vocabulary: overcoming the care learning hierarchy, which is more typical in 
split ECEC systems.  
How can we have a more positive definition, starting from the plea for holistic 
growth.  

o Idea: maybe we can ask colleagues of integrated ECEC systems how they 
describe early years education and use this as inspiration.  

o From a children’s right perspective: plea for holistic development of young 
children in which the right of education (article 28 and 29),  
the right to development (article 6), the right to a good health 
 (article 24) and the right of being cared for as a child,  
respecting the wellbeing and best interest of the child  
(article 3) should be merged 

o Educare is about individual caring/learning needs of children and 
universal rights of children! 

- Difficult debate in language: educating (broad upbringing) versus teaching 
(didactical) versus pedagogy– different meanings 
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- Educare was a term used in ECEC to challenge the top-down schoolification. It is a 
term that reacts to something (eg. Bröstrom)  

- Educare as practice (atmosphere, attitude, caring educational activities, also in 
spaces/materials; professional collaboration and in the school day of children). It’s 
not just a practice, it’s a mindset, a pedagogical intentionality  

- Educare is not just a decontexualised plea for holistic development, it is intertwined 
with social inclusion and equal opportunities of a diversity of children and families. 
E.g. Danish pilot starts from social inclusion 

o Care = going in relation with the children, acknowledge that each child is 
different 

- Care: we also have to challenge the technical paternalistic views on care 
o I know what you need, without going in relation, observe, ask, finetune,…. – 

democratic approach  
o care is not necessarily ‘pampering’ children, the idea that you ‘overprotect’ 

children; and this will inhibit self-reliance, autonomy  
o educare says a lot on citizenship: not just autonomous independent citizen 

but also interdependency (we care for each other), solidarity.  
- Cfr. School in Antwerp: from a negative child image (they can’t) towards: children 

now more language then before, stronger image of the child. What can be the 
explanation: more opportunities to talk, children feel more confident  

 
How was educare strengthened?  

- There is often a tension between thinking and doing, you need both to reflect. 
Focus on talking on pedagogical intentionality 

- How to support ECEC staff to take children’s needs and rights as starting point? Let 
them reflect on the timeline / day of a child, observations in childcare, …. Support 
that they see the child in front of them, invite that the child is already very 
competent 

- How to support ECEC staff to go in dialogue with parents? There questions often 
rely on educare. This happened less in VALUE pilots, but is important, also for 
toolbox 

- Reflect on idea of citizenship: self-reliant economic independent or interdependent 
citizens 

- Also input on what is educare with examples and inspiration from abroad 
- How to avoid technical translation ‘let sing a song when they go to the toilet’ 
- The idea that educare in home environment and community happens more 

naturally. How to ensure this dynamic in institutionalised thinking? interesting aha 
idea for practitioners.  

- Pilot Belgium: educare as basic attitude, ‘caring’ objects (nursing pillow – see it as a 
moment to have an individual moment with a child, pacifier, ….) are interesting to 
really incorporate in their practice 

- ‘Confront’ people e.g. by going to a childcare centre – empathic, but more than 
that, not just feel pity for children 

- Child centred approach – but this is not similar to see them as a group, also see 
them as individuals  
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(c) Professional identity 

What does professional identity mean 
- 2 concepts:  

o Profession: relation to the ‘initial’ education, and the values they had 
through this education; if there is no formal education there are less words; 
invisible practitioners  

o Identity: who am I (in this class / school, for children / parents / manager / 
colleagues)?  

- Interrelational (sociological) concept: how we see ourselves & how others see us? 
Related to the job / manager / colleagues / children / parents  / society  

- Recognition also of society  
- Belonging to a group 
- Feeling competent is linked to professional identity, but is not the same. Idem for 

self-efficacy 
 
Discussion: 

- Feeling acknowledged and feeling competent are parts of professional identity 
- There is not 1 clear definition; there are many definitions  we have to choose and 

elaborate on the things that are already in the text  
See doc of Bente in appendix  

- Perceived by themselves and by others  interrelational (by colleagues, parents, 
society)  

- But what if they see themselves as: we do nothing, we only care, we are only 
mothers? 
It is often not really consciousness  VALUE should strengthen this consciousness, 
give them words to think about their professional identity 

- Denmark: core practitioners don’t want to be teachers  
 
How can it be strengthened?  

- Observation, reflection, reflected actions  , create some distance through 
reflection, enable them to show what they do, ‘we do important things’, proudness 
of their job 

- Give them words to talk about their job  
- Recognition of other team members and the leaders – their voice, they were seen, 

‘we are somebody’, … this is the case for assistants and core practitioners 
- Differences of the roles – cfr. Brussels: no co-teaching; we want to be equal, but not 

have the same role  
 
Conditions?  

- Common goal 
- Time and safe space  

 
Discussion 

- How is it perceived by the unions? How do the unions perceive the professional 
identities?  

- Denmark: starts from a strong child image  
- Link with collaboration: shared ownership & acknowledge the role and expertise  
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- Through VALUE there is professional growth and personal growth (cultural capital)  
 
 

5. Next steps in the evaluation report of VALUE 
Bente will send a first draft structure. This will be discussed at the steering group. 
Idea: 10pager, country reports as appendices  
 
From the steering group report:  

- One overall final 10 page report – Bente makes a proposal for structure and send it 
to partners – partners give feedback – First draft is written by Bente and send by the 
end of February to partners to give feedback 

- Annexes with 4 country reports on pilots: need for unified structure: Mateja, Hester 
and Bente develop structure and send it to partners – structure will be send by the 
latest Monday the 9th of February. Every country reworks the report by the end of 
February 
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II. Minutes VALUE transnational meeting in 
Slovenia DAY 2 – 28/11/2019 

 

1. Study visit  
For pictures see google drive 
Please, also add pictures if you have any ;)   
 

2. Group This is not a toolbox 
 

 
Group members  

- Belgium: Kaat, Hester, Sandra  
- Denmark: Maria 
- Portugal: Maria 
- Slovenia: Mateja 

 
Concept  

See document ‘concept toolbox’  
 
Inspiring examples 

Guiding questions: Why do we think it is inspiring? What do we want / not want?  
 

- START toolbox: inspiration:  
o read & reflect (so, not take an exercise and copy it); 
o examples: 1. With cases, 2. Tools that might be usefull  

- INTESYS: http://www.europe-kbf.eu/en/projects/early-childhood/intesys/toolkit 
- EQUAP 
- Example Maria Santarém (with many pictures) 

https://www.cig.gov.pt/documentacao-de-referencia/doc/cidadania-e-igualdade-
de-genero/guioes-de-educacao-genero-e-cidadania/ 

http://www.europe-kbf.eu/en/projects/early-childhood/intesys/toolkit
https://www.cig.gov.pt/documentacao-de-referencia/doc/cidadania-e-igualdade-de-genero/guioes-de-educacao-genero-e-cidadania/
https://www.cig.gov.pt/documentacao-de-referencia/doc/cidadania-e-igualdade-de-genero/guioes-de-educacao-genero-e-cidadania/
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- Example Kaat: book, some theoretical info, cases reflection questions  
- GOL(L)D: theoretical part, cases (starting from learning questions), more in depth 

with tools and reflection questions  
 
Guiding questions in discussing the toolbox 

- Target group? For whom is the toolbox? Who do we want that reads / uses it?  
- Purpose / aim of the toolbox?  
- What should be the content?  

 
Ideas? / Remarks 

See “5. Round up from DAY 2 on ‘this is not a toolbox’ “ 
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3. Group Policy recommendations  
 

 
Group members 

- Belgium: Jo, Leen, Katrien 
- Slovenia: Jerneja 
- Portugal: Alexandra  

 

Our aim, set up 

See ppt  
 
VALUE = KA3 project, so policy impact trough recommendations are key! 
 
Challenge to push the recommendations beyond wishful thinking & generate real 
impact. Helping them to achieve what they are already committed to  use of words, 
concepts, problem analysis is crucial in order to attach to their political agenda. 
 
Many times we are ‘singing to the choir’, to those who are already in line with us. Let’s 
assume that many policy makers want the same: a sustainable social world, but the 
rationales/ arguments can be different  
 field of tension with social investment thinking  how to connect but not lose our vision 
 
Recommendations need to be feasible/tangible. 
 
Working method to develop recommendations 

Thinking exercise in different phases: from global analysis to national focus and then go 
back to European level 
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Cocreate recommendations

Macro

Meso

Micro

1 - global

2 - national

3 - european

 
 
Key questions 

- What are words/expressions/terms/concepts at the global level related to VALUE key 
concepts? Proposal of Alexandra & Katrien that will be send to everybody by the end 
of March to give feedback on April 15th.  

- From those global recommendations and goals: what are the required conditions to 
achieve them at national/regional level? This is an exercise that needs to be done in 
the different VALUE countries. Each VALUE partners chooses how to do this and 
who to involve. Don’t forget the opportunity of having a national VALUE 
stakeholdersgroup. Alexandra & Katrien will prepare guiding questions to do this:  

• By the end of January Alexandra & Katrien send guidelines to develop 
national recommendations 

• Period of March/April: each partner develops national recommendations  
• The national recommendations should be send to Alexandra & Katrien by 

the end of April 
- What do the national policy recommendations have in common? From this direction, 

and the direction of looking at our message on a global level, we will develop 
recommendations on a European level.  

 
In order to reach real medium and long term impact (cfr. In AKF medium term can be 20 
years), we need to anticipate and set up a plan for a long time, beyond the VALUE project. 
Everybody thinks it is a good idea that we continue this policy advocacy work beyond the 
VALUE project. So, we would meet face to face (e.g., ISSA conference, EECERA 
conference) or through skype once in a while to set goals, collect data and evaluate them.  

Target audience 

2 groups:  
1. policy makers and bodies who are in charge of the structural conditions of the ECEC 

practices: 
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- Policy makers on European, National, Regional and local level: level of 
Ministries (think broad: education, welfare, economy, employment, equal 
opportunities,….), Administrations, Parliaments 

- Service providers: this depends on countries: can be national government, 
can be local government, can be private non profit,….  The ones who are 
also in charge of influencing structural conditions for ECEC practice that 
enables collaborative practice 

- …. 
2. Stakeholders who can help to advocate for these recommendations: 

- Pre- & in-service training institutions 
- Civil society organisations 
- Foundations 
- Bodies that already take the task to write recommendations or write a 

memorandum before forming new governments. 
- Unions 
- Private sector, companies who can be investors in education, social 

innovation, sustainability 
- …. 

 
 
Step 1: What are words/expressions/terms/concepts at the global level related 
to VALUE key concepts? 

 
See thinking exercise of Jo: 
How transform our vocabulary without losing our core mission 
 

Popular policy language

Rights Voc

Pedagogical goals Educational Goals

Holistic Excellence

Wellbeing Human Capital

Experiential Learners

Attitudes Competent / knowledge

Distrubuted Leadershio Strong leadership

Super diversity Competent leaners

Process and goal oriented Impact oriente

 
 

- Everybody agrees to globally think big and out of the box. So maybe the EQF ECEC, 
NESET and CORE are interesting guiding, reflecting documents for what we want 
to achieve on long term. But the recommendations are too much ‘wishful thinking’ 
for now.  
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- Consensus on the importance of the Children’s right perspective (general comment 
7: plea for holistic development) and SDG’s 

- All countries are committed to Sustainable Developmental Goals:  
 

 
 

o These are necessary human living conditions to have a social sustainable 
planet 

o so we can link to indicators of the SDG’s; link to 5 SDG’s 
 SDG3: good health and wellbeing 
 SDG4: quality education 
 SDG5: gender  
 SDG10: reduce inequality 
 SDG17: partnerships for the goals  

o 2030 as time frame: by 2030 we want … 
We need more research on how to address this and which indicators fit our message 

- Documents of OECD on CPD of teachers, such as Euridyce, TALIS 
o advocating for a framework,  
o take evidences from the TALIS results (see ppt). Use the TALIS results and 

use the acknowledgment and link it to VALUE – why not expand all these 
conditions for teachers to assisting staff? 

- OECD 2030:  
o anticipation – action – reflection cycle; learning compass 2030 are very 

inspiring documents to link our VALUE vision and working methods in the 
pilots 

o Remark: interesting to see how OECD for the first time also take into 
account ‘subjective’ indicators and wants to strive for a social, peaceful, 
sustainable world. Originally they started after the second world war as a 
network of industrialised countries wanting to work on socio-economic 
development. UNESCO was also founded after the second world war to 
achieve peaceful planet (through education, culture,….), but lately they 
solely are taken over an economical return on investment thinking 
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III. Minutes VALUE transnational meeting in 
Slovenia DAY 3 – 29/11/2019 

1. Dissemination 
See ppt on dissemination and draft budget 

 

2. International dissemination event 
Discussion 
Opt for an international event @the ISSA conference, in Belgrade (Servia), DATE, with 2 
options: 

- a session at the pre-conference (5/10/2020) 
- symposium during the ISSA conference (6-8/10/2020) 

 
All VALUE partners believe this is a good idea, because:  

- it will have more impact than web videos 
- ISSA is a good arena, with a lot of participants (practitioners, researchers, policy 

makers, …) 
- ISSA has an impressive communication setting. So, we can take advantage of their 

communication tools to promote our preconference, but also promote the VALUE 
products (i.e., the non-toolbox). ISSA can be involved in the dissemination process 
(e.g., communication, afterwards disseminate the VALUE products; maybe a 
webinar?) 

 
Remarks 

- it is non full coverage – can we search for extra funding? 
- Bente (by skype): maybe make a video during the ISSA meeting. But mostly ISSA 

makes a video of the preconference 
- Use ISSA communication tools, but also the communication tools of each VALUE 

partner  
 

Discussion on who will we take to this event?   
Discussion: do we take policy makers or take practitioners from the pilot? 
Conclusion:   

- Policymakers will be reached by other for a, such as several working groups 
- Take practitioners of the pilots to the ISSA conference: 1 per pilot school: 

o Denmark: 3 pilot schools 
o Other countries: 2 pilot  schools 

Each VALUE partner decides who they will bring to the conference 
And make sure that language is not an issue  

- If extra resources are found for the practitioners and/or the VALUE consortium, 
then extra practitioners can attend. We think of: 

o Pestalozzi program 
o KA1 Erasmus+ (deadline February) 
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Content preconference / symposium of VALUE @ISSA 

 Preconference  Symposium 

N° 20-100?   

focus?  focus toolbox: way of working, start 
from testimonies, the process of the 
pilots; create a sphere of action - 
reflection 

focus policy 
recommendations 

Set up - Working methods from the non-
toolbox 

- Plenary part and smaller working 
groups  

- Work on the 3 core concepts  

 

Concrete arrangements will be made at the steering group 
 
To conclude 

Multiplier events National International  

For policy makers  - National event - Working group ECEC  
- Starting strong working group  
- OECD group, where AKF is 

partner  
 

with practitioners   ISSA  
- Preconference 
- symposium 

 
TO DO  

- each partner looks for possible extra resources (Pestalozzi , KA1 before February 
2020) 

- VBJK will develop the set up for the ISSA preconference and symposium 

 

 
3. National dissemination event 

Each partner should discuss this more in-depth in the own country. 
At the transnational meeting we touched upon the 1st ideas. 
 

Pilot 1st ideas on national event 

Portugal - Exchange seminars in Lisbon and Santarem, for broader 
audience (like universities, but also all participants involved like 
assistants) 

- AKF is setting up a network for 0-6, here the VALUE products 
like the toolbox and recommendations can be disseminated; 
participative methods will be used, like world café et al.  

- 2 articles: 1. Lisbon, 2. Santarem coming from the practice 

Slovenia - ToT event to promote CPD 
use this event to invite persons who are in charge of CPD, that 
are not part of their network 
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aim: support them further and make this more sustainable 

Denmark Needs to be further discussed with Bente  
Will be discussed with the stakeholders group 
- National conference during spring, for ECEC field like 

municipalities, at DPU  
- Article of Bente based on an interview, that will go out to all 

Nordic countries  
- Maybe a webinar with a focus on collaborative learning 
- Maybe a Nordic seminar   

Belgium - 2 pilots 
o Belgium: there is not really a CPD path for assistants – 

search for ways how CPD can be stimulated for 
o To be discussed at stakeholders group  
o At minimum: article in KIDDO, Kleuters en ik 

 
- EHB (Brussels):  

o meeting with OCB (guiding centre) 
o article in magazine on coaching 
o reach out to the pedagogical advisory boards of the 

educational networks 
o ToT for education 2.5-6 and 0-3, like OCB, childcare sector 

(EXPOO, support services)  more collaboration between 
the 2 administrations 

- KdG (Antwerp): to be discussed with Sabine 

 
Discussion:  

- At the national event it will be important to give information on the different countries, 
as this opens perspectives. It is important to go broader at the national event than the 
national context, also add the international perspective. However, inviting participants 
from the VALUE consortium is not feasible.  

 
TO DO 

- By the end of January: each partner sends their format on the national 
dissemination plan to Alexandra and Sandra and puts it on google drive.  

 

 
4. Communication: website, Facebook, newsletter, or other 

sources to communicate? Where do we choose for?  
Presented by Alexandra 
 
Information on the website  
https://www.value-ecec.eu/ 

- This is a project website, which implies that the website gives information on the 
project (e.g., info on this transnational meeting and the study visit); let the ‘visitors’ 
know what we are doing in the VALUE project and make the VALUE products 
visible, such as the literature research, with a banner and a link  

https://www.value-ecec.eu/
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- 180 users during the last month 
- Should be updated, needs content  
- Issue of data protection: no photo without agreement  

 
Discussion on communication tools 
How can we insure that we avoid non-news? How can we find a balance between being 
visible ànd come up with quality news? 
It is important to make the VALUE work visible. But we have to make sure that there is no 
tsunami of messages, that nobody gets overwhelmed with messages.  
 

- Website  
o We need to have a website 
o A website is important, especially after the project  to disseminate the 

VALUE products (i.e., literature review, evaluation report, toolbox, policy 
recommendations, fact sheets) 

o Use a banner to highlight new VALUE news (like the desk research) 
 

- Newsletter  
o 1st: desk research  
o 2d: baseline  
o Conclusion: use the newsletter to announce VALUE ‘news’ (i.e., the national 

/ international events, the VALUE materials). So, let go the idea of sending 
news every 2-3/month  

o If we have something to announce, send it to Rui  
 

- Facebook?  
o A VALUE Facebook is very time consuming. This demands constant news. 
o We will not develop a VALUE Facebook 
o But, each partner of the VALUE consortium itself uses the own Facebook 

pages to communicate on VALUE news 
 

- Research Gate:  
o We made VALUE group on Research Gate and add the VALUE products  

Added value: Research gate is highly used and the network of each of the 
VALUE partners is addressed. 

o We need to make an announcement at the website / newsletter that VALUE 
is on Research Gate 
 

TO DO  
- if you have news, send it to Rui. So, he can put it on the website 
- In the next newsletter, Rui makes an announcement that VALUE is on Research 

Gate  
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5. Round up from DAY 2 on ‘this is not a toolbox’ 
See pictures in the minutes of DAY2 
 
For who?  

- 1st idea was to focus only on trainers, facilitators; 
- Final idea / consensus: target all participants in the VALUE project, so also core and 

assisting practitioners, leaders.  
 
Aim?   

Create foundation for reflection  
So they can start their own value path, a value foundation 
Not give them just ‘tools’ 
 
Implications on the ‘style’ and ‘lay out’ 

Very accessible, very sharp, clear messages, short messages, very appealing, concise  
Use the stories from the pilots  
 
To be further discussed 
An online publication, also printable, if possible? 
A kind of roadmap? 
 
Content  

- INTRO  
o What is this book about: participatory approach, to value staff collaboration 

in order to enhance ECEC quality and strengthen diversity 
o For whom: primarily professionals working with young children 
o Background:  

 Where does this book come from: Experiences from different pilots 
 Link with EQF – central message: EC is convinced that the work you 

do in ECEC is crucial and that collaboration is crucial 
o When & why to use it  

 TO DO: each partner sends us the ideas / quotes on the when and why 
 

- VALUE APPROACH  
o What is VALUE? Valuing diversity in children and families through valuing 

staff diversity 
 From 3 core topics: children & families, professionals, teams  
 & link them to 3 VALUE core concepts: educare, professional 

identity and collaboration (interconnected – in the middle: the 
VALUE aim) 

o 3 questions: Do you value / how do you value children & families / 
professionals / team 
2 parts: 

 Stories, with reflection questions (not the tools, methods) 
 Short part explaining the meanings of the VALUE core concepts 

(cfr. Discussion DAY1) 
o Basic principles – focus on process 
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 Participatory approach 
 Learning in action / learning in context 

2 parts:  
 Stories from facilitators and participants, from the different phases 

(initial, main, end) 
 Short part explaining the meanings 

With conditions needed, what needs to be in place 
 

- TO END 
o Nice visual which shows the overall picture of the main content 
o Maybe also what were the theoretical frames we used (e.g. on learning labs, 

narrative coaching, with references 
 
Discussion 
- Remark Maria Denmark: families were not ‘part’ of the VALUE pilots in Denmark.  

But they were taken into account in the Flemish context, in the Flemish cases a lot 
of the discussions were on the children and on the parents 
Consensus:  

o we want to develop a toolbox that is a source of inspiration in working in a 
collaborative way in ECEC. So, it can go beyond the VALUE pilots.  

o It is important to stress the VALUE values (ECEC for children ànd families) 
TO CONCLUDE: add the perspective of children ànd parents, because it is the core 
of ECEC quality, and we can add examples from the Belgium pilots 

- Also focus on adult learning? This can be added in the INTRO part 
- Remark Jerneja: really likes the current idea of the combination of theoretical 

information, stories and reflection to inspire 
 

TO DO (from the steering committee) 
- 1st step: VBJK will write a 1st draft (1/02/2020) 
- Partners provide  

o feedback on this 1st draft (before end of February 2020) 
o deliver input for the when and why 
o deliver stories from the pilots and reflection questions (before end of March 

2020) 
- VBJK makes the toolbox based on the input of partners by the beginning of May 
- All the partners give feedback and make revisions – it should be ready by the end of 

May 
- The content and editing in English should be ready in June 
- Translator receives a clean word document. Partners can do the translation in the 

period July – August. All partners deliver the final translated by the end of the first 
week of September 

- In the period of July – August: lay out of English report will be done – there is 
budget.  

- When the English lay out version is finalized, designer makes a word document – 
left hand English text and everyone needs to add the translated text in the right 
table. The Belgian person will do the lay out of all the toolboxes. And then a small 
check that words have not split.  
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6. Round up from DAY 2 on policy recommendation: from 
wishful thinking to impact 

See ppt and minutes DAY 2 
VALUE = KA3 project, so policy recommendations are key! 
We aim to go beyond wishful thinking, but develop policy recommendations with real impact 

Working methods to develop policy recommendations  

Inspirational sources for the policy recommendations  
- NESET report  
- EQF 
- CORE 
- Sustainability goals  

 
Macro – meso - micro 

- Start from global level (OECD, EC, UN, World bank) and define where we can put 
our story to  

- Then go to the national / regional level (e.g. shortage of teachers)  
- Then go back to the common story at a broader level  

 
Guiding questions  

- For who? Target audience?  
- Feasible?  
- Medium / Long term?  
- Which ways?  

Target audience 

- Real policymakers, e.g. Ministries, administrations  
On European / national / regional / local level 

- Service providers, e.g. = people who can make the change  
- Networks  
- Unions 
- Private sector, companies who can be investors in education 

 
Remarks: 

- Maria: in Nordic countries: sustainability goals : competitive, social sustainable, 
environment (green) 

Some hints on the global level  

- See doc Jo (cfr. Minutes day 2): don’t say … , but use … 
- Be very concrete, so they can be followed up 
- Starting from existing challenges  
- All countries are committed to Sustainable Developmental Goals – so we have to 

link to indicators of the SDG’s; link to following 5 SDG’s: 
o SDG3: good health and wellbeing 
o SDG4: quality education 
o SDG5: gender  
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o SDG10: reduce inequality 
o SDG17: partnerships for the goals  

2030 as time frame: by 2030 we want … 
- EQF and the indicators – the indicators are not concrete benchmarks, it are more 

reflection questions – that’s not enough 
- TALIS: is advocating for a framework, take some evidences from the TALIS results 

(see ppt). Use the TALIS evidence and use the acknowledgment and link it to 
VALUE 

- OECD 2030 (see ppt); anticipation – action – reflection cycle; learning compass 
2030; check the website  

 
- Very inspiring to start from the guiding documents that are already in place  
- This exercise should be done at the national/regional level to  

 
Remarks  

- Maria: how far can we go with VALUE? 
- Maria: directly to ministry, or diplomats – that’s impossible in Denmark 
- Katrien: Each country should decide this in his own country 

7. Wrap up of the transnational meeting by Sandra  
Thanks to all for  

- Inspiring days  
- Clear agreements  

 
Special thanks to Mateja and Jerneja for the perfect organisation 
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Appendix 

Professional identity concepts/BJ/ 27/11/19 - a selection of 
concepts  
 
Professional identity is one's self as perceived in relation to a profession and to one's 
membership of it. Professional identity is created through one's beliefs and attitudes, 
values, motives and experiences through which individuals define themselves, in their 
current or anticipated professional life. 
 

eprints.qut.edu.au › Jane_Tsakissiris_Thesis 

 

the role of professional identity & self-interest in ... - QUT ePrints 
 
Ref: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=professional+identity&rlz=1C1NDCM_daDK755DK774&
oq=professio&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0j69i57j69i59j0l2j69i60j69i61.6258j0j7&sourceid=chro
me&ie=UTF-8 
 

What is Professional Identity 
1. 
A set of beliefs, attitudes, and understandings about one’s professional role as a result of his/her 
work activities. Learn more in: Virtual School of the Smokies 
2. 
A theoretical construct that in this publication is perceived as contextual, relational and changeable 
in nature. Learn more in: Developing Creative Problem Solvers and Professional Identity through ICT 
in Higher Education 
3. 
One’s conception and perception of themselves as a member of their selected profession. Learn 
more in: Blogs as a Social Networking Tool to Build Community 
4. 
The acquisition and demonstration of the knowledge, skills, disposition, and attitudes characteristic 
of a professional field, such as education, law, or medicine; recognition as a member of a particular 
profession. Learn more in: Building Identity through Online Collaboration 
5. 
An ongoing concern of the professional involving the practice of his or her work, social interactions 
with colleagues and patients, and his or her place within the professional institution and 
the professional discourse. It is thus socially bestowed, socially sustained, and socially 
transformed. Learn more in: How Human Technology Improve the Scheduling of Unplanned Surgical 
Cases 
6. 
A professional identity is a person’s viewpoint of who they are as a professional serving in a domain 
of expertise involving high expectations in the application of special knowledge and skills. The view 
of self in a profession consists of beliefs, values, motives, and experiences used to define and guide 
growth and skillful practices involving cognitive and moral reasoning. Learn more in: Identity Growth 
in the Professions 
7. 

https://eprints.qut.edu.au/91646/1/Jane_Tsakissiris_Thesis.pdf
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/91646/1/Jane_Tsakissiris_Thesis.pdf
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/91646/1/Jane_Tsakissiris_Thesis.pdf
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/91646/1/Jane_Tsakissiris_Thesis.pdf
https://www.google.com/search?q=professional+identity&rlz=1C1NDCM_daDK755DK774&oq=professio&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0j69i57j69i59j0l2j69i60j69i61.6258j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=professional+identity&rlz=1C1NDCM_daDK755DK774&oq=professio&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0j69i57j69i59j0l2j69i60j69i61.6258j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=professional+identity&rlz=1C1NDCM_daDK755DK774&oq=professio&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0j69i57j69i59j0l2j69i60j69i61.6258j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/virtual-school-smokies/78144
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/developing-creative-problem-solvers-and-professional-identity-through-ict-in-higher-education/166491
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/developing-creative-problem-solvers-and-professional-identity-through-ict-in-higher-education/166491
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/blogs-social-networking-tool-build/36068
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/blogs-social-networking-tool-build/36068
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/building-identity-through-online-collaboration/19750
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/human-technology-improve-scheduling-unplanned/13001
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/human-technology-improve-scheduling-unplanned/13001
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/identity-growth-in-the-professions/233752
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/identity-growth-in-the-professions/233752
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The personal view an individual has of themselves as a professional practitioner, according to their 
values and experiences. Learn more in: Showing a Human and Professional Face to the World: An 
ePortfolio Design Strategy for a Sense of Self 
8. 
The characteristics associated with a specific profession or career. Learn more in: Developing a 
Doctoral Identity: Strategies to Help Online Students Move From Student to Scholar 
9. 
A system of attributes, and values one has about self in relation to professional role, that is essential 
for professional culture integration. Learn more in: Convergence at What Cost?: A Quasi Experiment 
of Professional Identity under the Bologna Process 
10. 
One’s conception and perception of themselves as a member of their selected profession. Learn 
more in: Blogs as a Social Networking Tool to Build Community 
11. 
The acquisition and demonstration of the knowledge, skills, disposition, and attitudes characteristic 
of a professional field, such as education, law, or medicine; recognition as a member of a particular 
profession. Learn more in: Building Identity through Online Collaboration 
Find more terms and definitions using our Dictionary Search. 

Ref: https://www.igi-global.com/dictionary/virtual-school-smokies/23722 
 

Professional identity construction: Using narrative to understand 
the negotiation of professional and stigmatized cultural identities 
Holly S Slay, Delmonize A Smith 

First published November 10, 2010 Research Article 

https://doi.org/10.1177/0018726710384290 

Article information  

 

 Abstract 
While there is growing interest in professional identity construction (e.g. Clarke et al., 
2009), little is known about how stigma may influence the development of professional 
identity. Professional identity is defined as one’s professional self-concept based on 
attributes, beliefs, values, motives, and experiences (Ibarra, 1999; Schein, 1978). 
Professional identity construction under conditions of stigmatized cultural identity presents 
an interesting puzzle. Professional roles are defined as prestigious and provide the role 
holder with autonomy (Benveniste, 1987) and, often, a degree of privilege. However, 
stigmatized persons are often accorded little prestige and/or privilege because their 
identities are tainted. Thus, the purpose of our research is to build and enrich theory around 
professional identity construction by investigating the development of professional identity 
under conditions of stigmatized cultural identity. To accomplish this goal, we study 
narratives written by 20 prominent African American journalists (Terry, 2007) who discuss 
what it means to be both Black and reporters. 

Keywords careers, diversity, professional identity, social psychology, stigma 
Ref: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0018726710384290?journalCode=huma 

https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/showing-a-human-and-professional-face-to-the-world/171317
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/showing-a-human-and-professional-face-to-the-world/171317
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/developing-a-doctoral-identity/238306
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/developing-a-doctoral-identity/238306
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/convergence-at-what-cost/110092
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/convergence-at-what-cost/110092
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/blogs-social-networking-tool-build/21376
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/blogs-social-networking-tool-build/21376
https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/building-identity-through-online-collaboration/19750
https://www.igi-global.com/dictionary/
https://www.igi-global.com/dictionary/virtual-school-smokies/23722
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0018726710384290?journalCode=huma
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0018726710384290?journalCode=huma
https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0018726710384290
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0018726710384290?journalCode=huma
https://journals.sagepub.com/keyword/Careers
https://journals.sagepub.com/keyword/Diversity
https://journals.sagepub.com/keyword/Professional+Identity
https://journals.sagepub.com/keyword/Social+Psychology
https://journals.sagepub.com/keyword/Stigma
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0018726710384290?journalCode=huma

